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I may ask you to think that whether it is personal issue or script related. Thanks for everything. A:
That error code (601) means that something is wrong with your game folder (the folder that is the
root of your World of Warcraft installation and in which you can find the Character Change, Interface,
etc folders, which are used during the patch installation). The easiest thing to do would be to
reinstall WoW and then just follow the patch installation instructions found in your in-game help
screen. If that doesn't work (such as if you feel the game is screwing up because of a specific patch),
then you'll have to try to diagnose the issue yourself. This is how I would do it, as I never found an
easy-to-follow solution in the internet: First, create a new character on your character change to be
sure your new character is going to be unaffected by the error (if the character is new, there
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shouldn't be anything in the Character Change folder and you should have no other characters on
your account), and just take a screenshot of your character. Then, use Wow's in-game image editor
to crop that picture so you can display a screenshot of your character in its proper state, and then
save it to your desktop. The other screenshot should be the state of your character before the patch
was installed, and should be saved in a folder of your choosing to compare against the file you just
saved and saved as. Now you can go into your World of Warcraft installation folder (where the
Character Change, Interface, etc folders should be located), and open each folder that has to do with
your installation (Interface, Character Change, etc) and compare them both with a text editor (I
prefer Notepad++ or Atom). Using Notepad++, each line will contain a text similar to this: [Path to
WoW's installation folder]\Interface\Frames\ShowAllFrames.xml [Path to WoW's installation
folder]\Interface\Frames\Cursor\Cursor.xml [Path to WoW's installation
folder]\Interface\Frames\BossAnimations\Bosses.xml [Path to WoW's installation
folder]\Interface\Frames\Help\Help.xml [Path to WoW's installation
folder]\Interface\Frames\Game\Level.xml [Path to WoW's installation
folder]\Interface\Frames\Menu\Login.
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